Por a set C of real functions defined on M, the set (scC)M is the smallest differential structure on M including the set
is called the differential space generated by C.
If (M,C) is a differential space and A c M, then is also a differential space called the differential subspace of (M,C) [l], It is easy to see that C A = (C|Ah.
By a vector tanger.t to a differential space (M,C) at a point p of M we mean any linear mapping v : C -E which fulfils Leibniz's condition at the point p:
for all o , fieC.
Vie shall denote by (M,C) or LI a linear space of all vec-P P tors tangent to (M,C) at a point p e M.
Any real C°° -manifold M will be identified with the differential space (M,C°°(M)), where C°°(M) is the set of all smooth real functions on M, In particular, we denote C°° (E n ) by & n and we call the pair (E n ,£ n ) the n-dimen- 
It is easy to see that the mapping L : M p -M p makes these linear spaces isomorphic to each other. We have 
Proof.
If m=k, the proposition evidently holds. Vie suppose that 1 < m < k. We can assume, without loss of generality, that p = (0,...,0) 6 E k and Mp =Lin(e1,...,em). Vie denote q = ix"*,... ,x k ) = (u,w) where u = (x 1 ,,..,x m ) and w = (x m+1 x k ). Let f , j=m + 1,...,k, are functions as in Lemma 3. We define a mapping F : E k -~E k~m by F(q) := (f"* 1 (q ),..., f k (q)) for q e E k .
This mapping has the following properties: (aj F(qj = P(u,w) = 0 for q = (u,w) € M, (b) P is C°° -mapping, (c; P is regular at the point p = (utw).
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Prom the inverse mapping theorem it follows that there exists:
(d) a set U'e r . such that p e U', E (e) a set V e x such that u e v B (f) a C 00 -mapping y : V-~E m such tha-t for any u e V we have Fiu^fu}) = 0, (g) if F(qJ = 0 and q = (u,w) e u' then u e V and w = y(u).
It is evident that U s^ u'n M, V and ¿(u) .•= (u,y(u))
for a e V fulfil conditions of Proposition 1.
How, we examine the case of dim M =0, which was not ' P considered above. Ir Proposition 2.
Let p e M c E .
Let us set |q| := V(x 1 ) 2 + ...+ (x k ) 2 for / 1 lr, lr any q = (x'
x ) e E . Let us assume the point p is not isolated. Then there exists a sequence (p^) of points of M different from p p -p and convergent to p. For the sequence hn := . _ . , ne/ k-1 n of points of S we can find a subsequence h_ covergent i k-1 to a point h e S . One can easy see that for any fe£
It easy to see that left side of this equality defines mapping v s i |M -E such that v(f|M) = fij-^p)« Prom Lemma 1 heM so dim U ^ 0, which ends of the proof. P P Theorem 1 results easily from Propositions 1 and 2. In that Theorem an non-empty discrete subset of E n is called a O-dimensional C°° -surface in E n .
Colloraries
We say, that differential space (K,L) can be diffeomorphically embeded into the differential space (L,H) if the-re exists a subset L'c L such that (L',H^ ) and (N,D) are diffeomorphic to each other. In the sequel we shall consider only differential spaces (N,D) such that any point p € N has a neighbourhood V such that (V,Dy) can be embeded into (E n^, C/ %) for some n(p)e^.
From Thenip J orem 1 we obtain: Collorary 1.
For a point p of the differential space (H,D) there exist a set V e r^ and an n-dimensional C°°-manifold ( §,C°° (N)), n := dim N , such that p e V c H and Dy = C°° (N)y.
The inequality dim M" <s dim M" <3 P is fulfiled for any point q e V. are well defined. It can be easily verified that they are vector fields on (V f t ky ) and X 1q ,...,X kq is the basis of (V f t kV ) q for any q * V.
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